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Jury Reaches Verdict in First of Many Cases Brought by
Stanford Receiver Against Former Stanford Insiders

Authors:

by Kerry Murphy
A jury trial was held last month in federal court in Dallas against Peter Romero, a
former U.S. Ambassador to Ecuador and former advisor to R. Allen Stanford. The
Romero trial represented the first of a dozen trials scheduled for 2015 and 2016 in
cases brought by the Stanford receiver, Ralph Janvey, and the Official Stanford
Investors Committee against alleged Stanford insiders. Stanford is currently serving
110 years in prison for one of the largest financial frauds in modern history; his $7
billion Ponzi scheme affected over 20,000 investors who bought his bank's certificates
of deposit over at least 10 years.
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Injection Wells, Fracking, and Earthquakes
by Andy Jacoby
There are two ways that oil and gas activity can cause earthquakes. The first is the
use of hydraulic fracturing ("fracking"), the high pressure underground explosive
activity that can itself provoke lands to shake. The second is the use of waste
injection wells, which can trigger geologic faults to shift. Both activities can produce
earthquakes which then can cause damage to property...
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Letter: Commissioners pursued case against oil and
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gas industry with intent to see it through
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Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection AuthorityEast Commissioners Stephen
Estopinal, Paul Kemp, Rick Luettich, Wilton Tilly and Louis Wittie would like to
vigorously dispute recent portrayals that SLFPAE is unwillingly trapped into
continuing litigation against the many oil and gas companies that are undeniably
responsible for land loss within our authority and more broadly across southern
Louisiana. Since the time this lawsuit was filed, the underlying problem has not
diminished, but rather coastal land loss has continued unabated. While the woefully
underfunded Louisiana Coastal Master Plan offers possible solutions, it is widely
recognized that these will never be realized with currently identified funding.
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Seeing a Tough Case Through to the End
We at Jones, Swanson, Huddell & Garrison enjoy reading about good legal work,
especially when it has such great history behind it, and congratulate the lawyer who
saw this tough case through!
The Story Behind 'Woman in Gold': Nazi Art Thieves and One Painting's Return

by Patricia Cohen, NYTimes.com
There are many reasons that among the hundreds of thousands of cases involving
artwork looted by the Nazis the story of Gustav Klimt's "Adele BlochBauer I" would
particularly appeal to filmmakers. For one, there is the mesmerizing goldflecked
painting itself, which set a record price of $135 million when it was sold in 2006. Then
there is the DavidandGoliath tale featuring a feisty octogenarian heroine  Ms.
BlochBauer's niece Maria Altmann  taking on a recalcitrant Austrian government.
And finally there is the satisfying conclusion. Ms. Altmann gets the portrait back.
Justice prevails.
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Deepwater Horizon Heroes to be Spotlighted in
Upcoming Film
by Mike Scott, NOLA.com
In all, there are 11 of them  11 photos hanging solemnly on the wall. Beneath each
is a name: Jason Anderson, Aaron Dale "Bubba" Burkeen, Donald Clark, Stephen
Ray Curtis ...
Some of the men in the pictures are smiling. Some stare intently back at the camera.
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We hope you had a Happy Easter and Passover!
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